Course Overview

This course is designed to acquaint the dentist with advances in periodontal plastic surgery, hard tissue grafting, recent evidence, new techniques and advanced biomaterials.

The new and innovative Lip Repositioning Procedure to correct a high smile line, short and hyper mobile lip will be presented and discussed in detail.

Additionally, soft tissue grafting including the coronally advanced flaps, soft tissue grafting techniques utilizing DynaMatrix Plus will be presented.

Description of procedures utilizing clinical slides and videos will be followed by hands-on practice on pig jaws.

Surgical instruments and disposable gowns will be provided for use during the course. Participants should bring protective eyewear and wear comfortable clothing.

Course Objectives:

- Learn to evaluate and treatment plan patients with gummy smiles
- Learn and perform the lip repositioning technique to correct vertical maxillary excess
- Discuss the importance of different incision techniques - microsurgical vs. macrosurgical
- Learn more about how soft tissue biotype affects treatment planning for implants
- Learn about recent evidence, new techniques and biomaterials as alternatives to palatal grafts

The new and innovative Lip Repositioning Procedure
Dr. Monish Bhola, DDS, MSD
Associate Professor of periodontology is currently the Director of Post-Graduate Periodontics, and Co-Director of Implant Dentistry at the school of dentistry. Dr. Bhola is a Diplomate of the American Board of Periodontology.

Dr. Bhola has several publications and abstracts in leading dental journals. He has lectured extensively at the local, state and national level and conducted several CE courses, which include advance periodontal and implant surgical courses using pig jaws and cadaver heads. In 2006, he won the prestigious Bud and Linda Tarrson Fellowship award given by the American Academy of Periodontology Foundation. Dr. Bhola currently is a reviewer for the Journal of Periodontology, a member of the research committee of the American Academy of Periodontology, an ambassador for the American Academy of Periodontology Foundation and serves on the board of directors for the Midwest society of Periodontology.

Dr. Bhola is licensed in basic and advanced cardiac life support and certified in the use of Intravenous sedation. Dr. Bhola also maintains a private practice limited to Periodontics and Implants in Waterford, Michigan, U.S.A.

Course schedule

8:30 – 10:00 am  Soft tissue biotype changes, incision designs, Extra Cellular matrices
10:00 – 10:15 am  Break
10:15 – 12:00 pm  Hands On Surgical Lab
  A. Soft tissue grafting using DynaMatrix
  B. GTR/GBR for teeth and implants
12:00 – 12:45 pm  Lunch
2:15 – 2:30 pm  Break
2:30 – 4:30 pm  Hands on Surgical Lab — Lip Repositioning · CPF · FGG
4:30 – 4:45 pm  Q & A

Course details

Fee  $995 (includes a $500 DynaMatrix product offer)
     (Fee includes pre-course surgical/technique video by Dr. Bhola, DynaMatrix product offers ($500 value) for early registrations, breakfast, break snacks and beverages, lunch, free parking, lecture slide notes)

Location  U of T · Centre for Continuing Dental Education
Suggested hotel  Westin Prince Hotel
  900 York Mills Rd. (2 blocks north of lecture facility)

Credits  7 points (ADA CERP)

University of Toronto Centre for Continuing Dental Education
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